Students enrolled:

- **PRE-PRIMARY:** 66%
- **PRIMARY:** 93%
- **SECONDARY:** 73%

To secure sufficient income to keep out of poverty, people need complete secondary schooling; full primary schooling is not enough.

- **SLOW EXPANSION OF ACCESS FOR SMALL CHILDREN TO PRE-PRIMARY EDUCATION**
- **HIGH ENROLMENT RATES AMONG PRIMARY-AGE CHILDREN**
- **LOW ENROLMENT IN SECONDARY EDUCATION**

Children and young people face an ever longer path to attaining the tools for economic and social inclusion, but in the process they gain increasing capacities to fully exercise their rights as citizens.

Expand coverage of and access to early childhood and preschool education.

Universalize completion of secondary school.

---

1. Refers to the net enrolment rate for each level of education, 2013.

This infographic contains the traditional description of the Goal and its indicators, for reference. However, the information is organized differently to show the targets in a systemic manner, highlighting the main achievements and challenges, on the one hand, and the main issues and links with other dimensions of development, on the other.